
MEADOW LANDSCAPE – Gail Wild 
 
12”x12” white silk handkerchief ironed to 13’x13’ freezer paper 
 
1 Apply water based washable resist to silk with rubber stamps to leave some silk showing & define 
negative space.  
 Most of resist will be applied already, only stamping 2 motifs on camera 
 
2 Paint ombre sunrise background with Marabu Silk Paint from jar using golden, tangerine, reseda, leaf 
green with large sumi brush and water. Spray highlights of Marabu Fashion Spray in flamingo.  
 Will need trash to dispose of paper towels 
 
3 Texture background using alcohol (hand sanitizer) and stamps. Spread alcohol on tray, coat hot glue 
gun scribbles stamp and lay onto wet paint. Lift off to reveal cloud like texture. Ditto rubber stamp.  

Place label over hand sani in pump container brand name? 
 
4 Add details in metallic Marabu Contours and Effects paint pens in gold, green, purple, mother of pearl. 
Rubber stamp lavender, grasses. Draw curves, dots and lines freehand. 
 This paint stays wet and will stick to whatever it touches 
 
5 Explain finished piece is ironed to heat set paints, and washed to remove water-based resist from silk 
to leave soft usable hankie. 

Will do this off set and provide finished display piece. It is beautiful to show the light coming 
through the translucent painted silk; if this is possible on camera. 

 
 
Supply list 
 
White Silk Handkerchief 12”x12” 
Freezer paper 13”x13” 
Water soluble Silk Paint Resist I am using Resistad by Jacquard, unlabeled in a small canning jar 
Commercial rubber stamps, grass, seeds, leaves 
Foam dauber brushes 
Paint palette 
Water Jar 
Water spray bottle 
Marabu Silk Paint, Golden Yellow, Tangerine, Reseda, Leaf Green 
Big Sumi Brushes, #12 round watercolor brush 
Marabu Fashion Spray, Flamingo 
Paper Towels, ½ size heavy weight 
Hand Sanitizer, 70% alcohol 
Spray bottle alcohol 
Plastic plate or tray 
Stamp made from glue gun scribbles 
Marabu Contours and Effects paint pens in metallic  gold green, purple, mother of pearl 
 
For more information visit www.gailwild.com  

http://www.gailwild.com/

